Abstract: High Level Synthesis - synthesis of circuits from behavioural descriptions - is a long-standing problem, but one that appears to now have come of age. Both the demand for, and the supply of, quality HLS tools is now in place. However, there are still some hard problems to be overcome in order to make HLS fully general. My research focuses on two of these: customisation of memory systems to algorithms, and customisation of number representation to algorithms. After briefly introducing the work at Imperial - and encouraging PhD and postdoc applications (!) - I will spend a little time on each of these problems. In particular, I will look at the problem of customisation of memory for heap manipulating programs, the potential of parametric analysis for synthesis of lightweight run-time scheduling changes, and automated code refactoring for rigorously controlled accuracy / latency / area optimization. I hope to inspire the audience to consider how you may be able to contribute to these problems.
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